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It has shown that regimes with superdiffuse in space of velocity are inherent for moving of charged particles in external
magnetic field and in fields of electromagnetic waves. The regimes with dynamic tunneling were finding too.
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1.INTRODUCTION
The main tendency of the development of high fre-
quency electronics is contain in using more and more in-
tense electromagnetic fields. The dynamic of charged
particles in such fields can significantly change. Some
peculiarities of this dynamic were described in the works
[1,2]. Below we shall show that at enough large strength
of the fields the regimes with super-diffuse are more
character regimes for moving charged particles in external
magnetic field and in field of electromagnetic wave. Ex-
cept it, below, we shall show that there are regimes with
dynamic tunneling. At these regimes the super-diffuse
take place. At the dynamic tunneling the particles very
quickly overpass through stochastic layers.  It is necessary
to note that at usual conditions the stochastic layers pos-
sess property of the “stickiness”. It means that the time
which the particles spend into these layers or in their vi-
cinity significantly large then the time that these particles
spend in another phase space. The regime of the dynamic
tunneling can very useful at the cascade acceleration of
the charged particles.
2. BASIC EQUATIONS
Let’s look at the charged particle which is moving in
external magnetic field 0H , which is directed along z
axis and in field of the electromagnetic field with arbi-
trary polarization. This wave has following components:
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where { }, ,x y zia a a aºr -  polarization vector.
Without any restriction we can consider that the wave
vector k
r
has only two components xk and zk .
We shall measure the time in 1w- , velocities in c , wave
vector in / cw , impulse in mc . Except it, it is useful to
introduce dimensionless amplitude 0 /eE mcwe = . The
equations of motion in these variables will look as:
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The equations (2) have following integral of move-
ment:
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3. SUPER-DIFFUSE
The system (2) was studied in works [3, 4] for the cases
when amplitude of the wave was enough small ( 1e << )
and for relativistic case ( 1p^ >> ).  The main peculiarity
of the slow dynamic of the charged particles is fact that
this motion are described by mathematical pendulum.  If
the amplitude of the wave is enough large the investiga-
tion of the system (2) can be fulfilled only by using nu-
merical methods. Such investigations were fulfilled. The
significant result of these investigations is that all nonlin-
ear cyclotron resonances are strongly overlapped. The
dynamic of the charged particles are chaotically.  It’s very
significantly that all moments from second moment are
increasing in the time. Moreover the higher moments are
always larger and grow more quickly than the more low
moments.
It’s well known that for unrestricted large second mo-
ments are correspond on microscopic level to the proc-
esses type “Levi flight”. In this case the usual definition
of the diffuse coefficients is not correct because this coef-
ficient is proportional to second moment.  In this case it’s
necessary to receive equation for distribution function.
This equation must be or integro-differential or differen-
tial with fractional derivatives.  We first of all should like
to know expression for distribution function for large ve-
locities (expression for tails of the distribution function)
and asymptotic behavior of this function at a large time.
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In this section we'll use these restrictions. It will permit us
to receive not only equation for function of distribution
but permit to receive its analytical expression. Let’s the
moving of the charged particle in external electromag-
netic fields will define by function ( )f v . This function
determines a density of probability for particles to dis-
place from initially located place in the space of velocity
on the value v . The value v is determining dimensionless
velocity, which is normalized at initial value of the veloc-
ity ( 0/v v vº ). This function obeys such expression:
( ) 1f v dv
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The fact that the all moments from second moment are
infinitely can be expressed by expression:
( )n nv v f v dv
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We shall consider that a casual jump in velocity space
has equal probability for direction along velocity axis. It
means that the function ( )f v must be even.  Namely the
tails of the distribution function define super-diffuse be-
havior.  The details of the function ( )f v  at small value
velocity don’t play significant role. The wide class of the
functions ( )f v  will give the same asymptotic dynamic.
That is why we shall choice this function in the form that
permits us to receive analytical results with smaller ef-
forts. Using these reasons, we write this function in the
form:
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It’s easy to see that this function obey all our require-
ments. The combination of the gamma-function Euler is
chosen only for simplicity of the further calculation.
Let’s notice that similar form for the density of the prob-
ability was used in work [5]. Using the usual ideology for
receiving kinetic equations (see, for example, [6]) we can
write:
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where ( , )n v n - density of the particles.
If the moments are restricted then we can resolve the
expression inside integral and being limited only by sec-
ond moments, we shall receive usual diffuse equation
with diffusion coefficients 2 / 2D v= . If the second
moment is unlimited then the equation will remain inte-
gro-differential.  In common cases to solve these equa-
tions are difficult problem.  But we are interested with
expressions for the density of the particles only for large
value of velocity. In this case we can to receive enough
simple equations. Except it we shall find their analytical
solution. For this purpose, using (8), we shall receive the
equation for Fourier-images of density of particles:
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We are interested with large value of the velocity
( 1v >> ). In Fourier-images it corresponds for small
«wave numbers» ( 1k << ). In this case we use the asymp-
totic expression for Macdonald function.  The equation
(9) became significantly simple:
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The solving of this equation looks like:
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To the equation (10) in usual space there corresponds
the equation:
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Its solution is possible to present as:
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The integral in equation (12) should be understood in
sense of the main meaning. In this case this integral is
definition of the fractional derivative [7]. Thus, the inte-
gro-differential equation (12) is equivalent to the differen-
tial equation with fractional derivative. The Green func-
tion in equation (13) has enough bulky expression. We
shall not write out it. We shall use the fact that as in usual
diffuse equations at large time ( t ® ¥ ), the structure of
Green function becomes smooth and it is possible to take
out from integral:
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 At the large time ( t ® ¥ ), as it follow from expres-
sion (11) for Fourier-image of the density the contribution
will be given only harmonics with 0k ® . This fact essen-
tially simplifies Green function. Finally, at t ® ¥ and
1v >> the expression for density of particles gets a simple
form:
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The more significant result, which are follow from this
expression is that the density of the particles with growth
of velocity is decreasing not as exponent (as it take place
at the conventional diffuse), but under power law.
4. DYNAMIC TUNNELING
The short-cat equation of the system (2) in nonrelativis-
tic case ( 1p^ << ) and for 0zk =  we can represent in
form:
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The significant difference of this system from investi-
gated in works [3,4] is the fact that the phase portrait is
not mathematical pendulum portrait. This portrait has or
only one special point that is “center” or has two such
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points and one point that is type “saddle”. In last case this
phase portrait is topology equivalent to the phase portrait
of Duffing oscillator ( 3 ( )x x x f ta b+ × + × =&& ). The dy-
namic tunneling regime for Duffing oscillator is well in-
vestigated. We have studied system (16) and Duffing os-
cillator for behavior of the higher moments. It’s hap-
pened, that in this regime the higher moments, as well as
in section 3, has unrestricted growing, i.e. for these re-
gimes the super-diffuse is characteristic.
In figures 1-3 potential Duffing oscillator, its phase
portrait and characteristic realization are submitted. From
the realization it is visible, that in a regime of dynamic
tunneling the particle quickly jumps from one potential
hole in another. Thus, in this regime the particles do not
wander in the stochastic sea. REFERENCES
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Fig.1. The potential of Duffing oscillator
Fig.3. Localization of a particle. One can
see quick jumps from left hole to right
and back
Fig.2. Phase portrait of Duffing oscillator
